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Shima International Airport in Japan are mock-ups of the Japan Ground Self-Defense Force's Endurance vehicle. Japan Ground Self-Defense Force. Japan's ground-
based missile defense system is not ready to face a North Korean missile attack, an official in charge of the project said Thursday. The report appeared to be the
first official admission that the system is not yet operational, despite Japan's Defense Ministry's intention to deploy it early next year. "As for the deployment of the
system, we have taken various measures in order to protect the lives of our people," Chief Cabinet Secretary Yoshihide Suga told reporters. "We will examine how
to make sure it is operational as fast as possible and make the necessary preparations." Japan's Defense Ministry awarded the project to Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries in September 2012 after scrapping a plan to purchase U.S.-built Aegis Ashore interceptors. The company is currently developing the missile defense
system, which is the first of its kind in the world. It has come under fire for allegedly failing to carry out key tests needed to prove the system is capable of dealing
with a realistic missile launch scenario. "There is
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when I install the new version of Windows 7 the old
Windows 7 is gone, what can I do? Recently I install
the new Windows 7 (Windows Vista) for my laptop,
and the old version is gone. I think it is because the
new version of Windows 7 is installed in the C: drive,
and the old version is installed in the D: drive, and
the new version deleted the old Windows 7, and the
boot manager will boot with the new version of
Windows 7. I want to know what is the problem and
what can I do? A: There's an article that I found very
helpful: Essentially you should be able to: Reinstall
the original Windows Vista. Format the existing
partition of your hard drive, and use the free space
to install the second Windows 7. Vice President Mike
Pence has been pulled into the realm of sports and
politics with a violent kick on an opponent during an
NFL preseason game. Pence’s right leg came down
hard on the right leg of Philadelphia Eagles safety
Malcolm Jenkins, who has been a strong critic of
President Trump’s policies. But the hard right kick
was just one of several NFL incidents involving
players this weekend, including a brawl at the
Mexico-Canada game in Toronto that saw a player
hit another with his head, a player hurt his neck
from a tackle, and officials ejected both teams.



(Video: (H/T Hot Air))The invention is directed to the
field of structural strengthening, and, in particular,
to structures, systems and methods for
strengthening, such as seismic or blast resistant,
structures, such as building and other structures,
walls, floors, barriers, and other structures, such as
bridges and dams, to withstand seismic forces. The
invention is also directed to structures, systems and
methods for attenuating and absorbing energy from
blast forces, such as from improvised explosive
devices, and for attenuating and absorbing forces
from, for example, other impacts and forces that are
not intentionally directed at the structures.Q:
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